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Abssn?ct-A typical hybrid type of EMP simulator that is used in the
aimufation of the nucfeaz electromagnetic prdse is analyzed. Because of
the width of the pulse frequency spectzum, the behavior of the antenna
is determined separately for three specific frequency regimes. Also, the
pufae-power source interaction with the antenna is considered. After
the frequency response of the antenna is determined, Laptace transform
theory is utilized to obtain thISpulse response.

Experimental data are compared with theoretical predictions.
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INTRODUCTION

THE SIMULATION of the nuclear electromagnetic pulse
(EMP) requires the radiation of energy over an extremely

broad frequency band. Presently, EMP simulators may be
separated into three classes: the bounded-wave simulator or

transmission line, the open radiator, and the hybrid simulator
[1] . The bounded-wave simulator possesses many desirable
characteristics, including spatial uniformity of the simulator
fields, faithful simulation of the EMP pulse shape, and high
field strengths [2] -[6] . Undesirable characteristics of these
simulators include having a limited test volume, exhibiting
significant simulator/test-object interaction, and being non-
portable. Desirable characteristics of the open radiator include
portability and virtually unlimited test volume. But the many
undesirable characteristics include insufficient field strengths
and insufficient low-frequency content of the simulated EMP.
The hybrid-type simulator is designed to overcome the afore-
mentioned deficiencies of the open radiator, yet maintaining
many of its advantages. While the hybrid simulator generally
behaves at low frequency as a transmission line, at high fre-
quency it behaves like an open radiator.

Several hybrid-type simulators have been constructed and
are presently in use. Two such facilities, referred to as the
ACHILLES H and the ATHAMAS simulators,l are being used
for testing aircraft and missiles at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico.
See Fig. 1 for an illustration of the ACHILLES 11 simulator.
Other hybrid-type simulators that are in use include the
EMPRESS and NAVES I, operated by the Navy Surface
Weapons Center, and the TEMPS, operated by the Harry
Diamond Laboratory.
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PULSE POWER SOURCE
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the ACHILLES 11EMP simrdator facility, Kirt-
tand AFB, New Mexico.

The bounded-wave simulator has received a great deal of
attention; however, the open-radiator and hybrid simulators
have not been studied so extensively [7] -[ 10]. In particular,
the electromagnetic field from the hybrid simulator has not
been determined theoretically for the complete frequency
band necessary for EMP simulation. This paper, however, does
present such an analysis that uses three different formulations
for three portions of the EMP frequency spectrum.

A theoretical formulation is required for understanding, as
well as predicting, the electromagnetic field produced by the
simulator. And, due to tie point-to-point variation in the field
components, a theoretical formulation is needed to supplement
the field measurements. Moreover, the electrical response of a
test object in the facdity is more easily obtained if the simu-
lator fields cm be calculated directly.

Some experimental data taken at the ACHILLES 11 simul-
ator facility are presented. Corresponding theoretical data are
also presented for comparison. In general, the agreement veri-
fies the analysis.

.

ANALYSIS

The purpose of this paper is to present techniques for
analyzing the hybrid type of EMP simulator and to analyze the
performance of the ACHILLES II simulator located at Kirt-
land AFB, New Mexico. In order to develop the theoretical
analysis, the frequency spectrum of the EMP is divided into
three portions, hereafter referred to ss the low-frequency
regime, the mid-frequency regime, and the high-frequency
regime. Rather than presenting the formulation of hybrid-type
simulators in a most general form, the specific analysis of the
ACHILLES H simulator will be presented.

In Fig. 1, the geometrical configuration of the typical hybrid
simulator is illustrated. An appropriate pulse-power source fOr
the simulator is a Marx generator, a capacitive-discharge surge
generator. For a biconical section in the vicinity of the pulser.
the antenna impedance seen by the pulser is simply the charac-
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INTRODUCTION

The simulation of the nuclear EIIP(electromagneticpulse) requires the

radiation of energy over an extremely broad frequency band. At present

there are basically three classes of ENP simulators: tl~ebounded wave

simulator or transmission line, the open radiator and the hyhrid simulatur

[1]. The hybrid simulator generally behaves at low frequency as a trans-

mission line and at high frequency as an open radiator. The bounded wave

sir.lulator,e.g., the parallel plate transmission line, has received a great

deal of attention [2, 3, 4 and 5]. However the open radiator and hybrid

simulator have not been studied as extensively [6, 7, 8, 9]. In particular

the electromagnetic field from the hybrid radiator hzs not been determined

theoretically for the complete frequency band necessary for EMP simulation,

This report, however, does present such a theoretical study requiring three

different formulations for the three portions of the ENP frequency spectrum.

Some experimental data taken at the AC!31LLiZSII simulator facility of

Kirtland AFB, Xew Mexico is presented.* Corresponding theoretical data

are also presented for comparison, In general the agreement verifies the

analysis.

*
This simulator facility is also referred to as the SRF facility.
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ANALYSIS

The purpose of this report is to present techniques for analyzing the

hybrid type of EMP simulator and tc analyze the performance of the ACHILLES

11 simulator located at Kirtland AFB, New Mexico [10]. In order to develop

the analysis the frequency spectrum of the EMP is divided into three

portions, hereafter referred to as the lcw frequency regime, mid-frequency

regime and the high frequency regime. Rather than presenting the formu-

lation in a most general form it will be directed toward the specific

analysis of the aforementioned simulator.

In figure 1 the geometrical configuration of the SRF simulator is

shown. An appropriate pulse-power source for the simulator is a Marx

generator, a capacitive discharge pulser. By using a biconical section in

the vicinity of the pulser the antenna impedance seen by the pulser is

simply the characteristic impedance of the biconical transmission line fo:r

the initial time interval occurring until the first reflection of the

launched current pulse is observed. If a smooth transition is made between

the biconical input section and the remaining cylindrical section then th?

reflection from this transition region will be essentially negligible.

Unfortunately this may not have been realized in the construction of the

ACHILLES facility. See figure 2 for the dimensions of the biconical input

section for the ACHILLES antenna.

Inserting series resistors along the length of the antenna increases

its bandwidth, The resistors tend to eliminate the production of a standing

wave pattern on the antenna. Associated with standing waves are resonances

and antiresonances in a manner completely analogous to open-ended or sholted

3



transmission lines. To be most effective the values of the resistors

should increase with distance from the tnput section and the first resistor

should have a resistance appreciably less than the characteristic impedance

of the biconical input section. For a more complete discussion of the

resistive loading the authors defer to ref. 6 and q.

In order to determine the electromagneticpulse produced by the

hybrid type of EIiPsimulator, the behavior of the antenna is determined

in the frequency domain and the Laplace transform theory is used to time

domain behavior. This technique requires tha’cthe Laplace transform of

the input voltage pulse be known. Hence am analysis of the pulse-power

source is required.

1. PULSE-POWER SOURCE

The equivalent circuit of the pulse-power source for the ACHILLES II

is [10]
SN2

Lm Ls

o

Rm T
Rs za

c

L\ ,
SW1

where Lm = 175 uH, L~ = 0.35 pH, Rm ~ 100 0, ~ = 750 pF, Cm = 3125 pF,

and R =5K. HereZ
s

a, the antenna impedance, is the load impedance as

seen by the source. The procedure for firing the pulser involves first

the closing of SW1 at t = O while SW2 is closed at a later time t = t],



.4 )
the time the voltage across

.’
the foregoing circuit it is

.

capacitor ~ reaches its maximum value. Foz

readily shown that the Thevenin equivalent

voltage and impedance of the pulse-power source are

●

[VC(0) + $JVcIJ(RmS+ LmS2)IRS
‘TH =

LsLnCWs4+ (RSLm+RmLS)ClJS3+ (L +=+ RmRSC{J)S2+ (Rm + %CW )s +..
i-

‘% CT cm

Rs(Z1 + sLs)

‘TH = Zl+Rs+sL
s

where
Rm+sLm+-+

m

‘1 =

CT =

CT
v= ~vc(0)(l - e-atl)

Cw w

%
v = Vc(o)[l -~ (1 - e-atl)]

%1
a

‘r
m

4
——

‘1 = “’&-a2
. Here Vc(())is the initial voltage across the Cm capacitor. Initially the

~ capacitor is uncharged
.

If the antenna impedance is known then the antenna voltage may be

(0 ) obtained from
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v
Va =

TH ‘a
ZTH + Za

●

At low frequencies, 1s]4 << (L LC C)-l,smWm

= 1.12 KQ

and the antenna voltage is approximately

‘I
(1- e-atl)

Va ‘ v=(o) 1
s+

RmCm + Zs(Cm + $/

where

At high frequencies, ls\4>> (LLs J&)-’,

Za = Cc (characteristicimpedance of the

bicone feed section)

‘ 158 Q

and the corresponding antenna voltage is

Zs
r

Va = -ls---
‘Cw .(s+$}

s

.

0
f,
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where

R ;~a

z~ = ——R ‘+Za ‘ 153 Q
s

8

Both the high frequency and low frequency approximations for the

applied antenna voltage may be combined as

va=—
Civ

(s+a)(.s +@) (1)

where

Vo’ v = 1.75 x 106 v
Cw

a= Zs = 4.4 x 108
<

Zs = 153 c1

.

1

8 = Rm Cm+Zs(C{J+ Cm)
= 2.6 X 105

z~ = 914 Q

The foregoing provides a rough approximation to the antenna voltage

appropriate for the ACHILLES 11 facility. A more accurate result would

require a knowledge of the antenna impedance over the EMP frequency

spectrum. The time history of the antenna voltage as obtained using (1) i.s

Uv
_ ~ [e-et - e-at]Va(t) = ~ (2) ‘

In analyzing the behavior of the ACHILLES 1“1three frequency regimes are

identified and the behavior of the antenna determined for each regime

using the applied voltage as shown in (1) and (2).

.7 .-
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2. HIGH FREQUENCY REGIME ANALYSIS

In the time interval before the pulse eminating irom the source

reaches the edge of the conical input section the radia~ion is exactly

that which would occur if the radiator were a biconicnl,antenna. The

electric field has only a theta component and the magne~ic field has only

a phi component as illustrated in figure’3. ~LiS[]l]

l-l Va(s)
E6(r,8,s) = Zmr ~ sin~ e

-sr/c

“c
(3)

11+(r,6,s) = ~ EO(r,G,s)

where

n = ~ = 120 TI!2for free space

c = l/Y”jE

Moreover the foregoing is approximately valid for the time interval

required for the pulse emerging from the biconical input section to

reach che first resistor, 12 m from the apex of the bicone. Hence the

field expressions are adequate for the time interval

o<t<~— c

or for frequencies satisfying

f?+=
12 m

100 mliz

c
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or

Ist ? 6 x 108 se=-]

“ However the foregoing is not ccmplete. In addition to the direct

field from the pulser there is also a field contribution from the image

of the pulser with the polarity of the image pulser reversed.

3. MIDFREQIJJINCY

As the pulse

REGIME ANALYSIS

eminating from the generator propagates along the antenna

structure it is attenuated by radiation power loss and ohmic power loss in

the load resistors. In the midfrequency regime this power loss is to such

an extent that the current on the vertical legs is considerably less than

that occurring near the pulser. B<;~auseof this effect it is possible to

consider again an antenna structure somewhat modified to facilitate

analysis. In particular, the vertical sections are considered colinear

with the horizontal section so that the antenna structure becomes a

resistively loaded dipole oriented parallel to the ground plane.

By using Schelkunoffls transmission line model for a linear antenna

Baum [7] has obtained the electric field radiated from a restively loaded

dipole as

rls v (s) f(9,h,s)
E6(r,e,s) = ~n ~ ra%~

-sr/c
e

sh + B/sin28co’

where

(5)

ShCOS6+ e‘ShCOS8

f(6,h,s) = 1 - e
‘h + e-yhe

9



‘h =
s h/c

‘h= ‘h + B/2

B = ~/Za

and Z~ is the characteristic impedance appropriate for the transmission

line model. Actually the foregoing expression, equation (5), is obtained

from Baurn’sresult by considering f > 17 mllzor ls\ > 108 see-l. For the

ACHILLES II antenna model h = 56.4 m and RL = 559.2 0. The theta com-

ponent of the electric field is exhibited in fig. 3,

In deriving the expression for the electric field Baum [7] considered

the resistive loading to be uniform rather than lumped as shown in

figure 4. Thus the analysis is valid only for frequencies with wave-

lengths appreciably greater than the separation of the resistive loads.

llencethe results are valid for frequencies approaching the lower limit

of the high frequency analysis in the foregoing section. If characteristic

impedance, Z , in the mid-frequency expression for the electric field is

set equal Zc of the corresponding high frequency formula, then the mid-

frequency formula, equation (5), is essentially equivalent Lo the

corresponding high frequency formula, equation (3), provided f 2 100 mHz.

Eowever the mid-frequency analysis is valid only if the current is

considerably attenuated away from the pulse-power source. Ascertaining

the attenuation requires the solution be obtained for the current distri-

bution. This was done as part of the low frequency solution to be pre-

sented subsequently. From the low frequency solution for the ACHILLES 11

antenna it is deterr,inedthat the antenna current is considerably attenuated



.

for frequencies of the order of a~d greater than 17 mHz, thus determining

a suitable low frequency limit of the mid-frequency analysis.

Again the proximity to the grcund plane must be considered. It is

convenient to use image theory noting that the voltage source for the

image is reversed.

4. LOW FREQUENCY REGIME ANALYSIS

This frequency regime is perhaps the most difficult to analyze, First

it requires the solution of an integral equation for the antenna current

distribution. The Hall~n-type integral equation for the antenna current

on thin wire structures is [12]

f
dL’1(2’)ll(L,l’) = Cl cos kl + C2 sin kl

L

4

.

@J

u

K(~,g’) = e-xp[-jk-’) + a2]/~R2(t,$’) + a2

k=- js/c

((i)

Here 1(9.’)is the antenna current at point L’ along the antenna, R(l,f!’)

is the linear distance between points f!and P.’along the antenna structure,

11
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L is the unit vector tangent to the antenna axis at point t and is

directed toward increasing L, and ~~nc(~) is the component of t!leincident

or impressed electric field tangent to the antenna axis at point C along

the antenna (see figure 5). For a source Generator located at L = 10

the impressed field is

and for a load impedance Z. located at t = to, the compensation theorem may

be used, i.e. the impressed field becomes

Hence by using superposition and the compensation theorem any number of

generators and loads can be analyzed.

If the antenna is composed of straight wire segments that are either

perpendicular or parallel, then equation (6) is greatly simplified. As

seen from figure 1 the ACHILT.ESII antenna with its image is not composed

of parallel and perpendicular segments. Eowever, to facilitate the analysis

and equivalent rectangular loop is considered. It is equivalent in that

the input generator sections are the same heights above the ground and

that the total wire lengths or

Of course the rectangular loop

11 antenna but this difference

antenna lengths are the same (see figure 5).

has a smaller area than the actual ACPILLES

is less than 10 percent. Hence the rectangu-

lar loop model should yield acceptable results

The antenna current distribution may be obtained numerically by using

the method of moments. Considering the rectangular loop antenna with

multiple sources and load impedances, Fyke and Butler [13] have solved for
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the current using the

nique Fyke and Bulter

aforementioned technique. In their solution tech-

represent the unknown current as a piecewise sinusoid.

Because of the thin wire assumption the sinusoid zones had to have a length

greater than or equal to 4a and in order to represent the current accurately

at least 5 zones per wave length are needed. Thus the formulation has an

upper limit in frequency for which it is valid. Accordingly it is

f’~
- 20a

or

f 5 15 mHz

but there is no low frequency limit. }!encethe computer code developed by

Fyke and Butler is modified appropriately to fit the rectangular loop model

of the ACHILLES II antenna and thus complete the theoretical analysis.

The electromagnetic field about the loop antenna may be obtained

directly from the antenna current distribution. To accomplish this the

antenna is divided into short segments. It is well known that the dipole

moment of a short current segment is

P = *I(I)AL

where Af!is the length of the current segment with current I(E). The

direction of the dipole moment is the direction of positive current on the

segment. Using the dipole moment fields and vector addition it is straigh}:

forward to calculate all the field components about the antenna. Both the

near field as well as the far field may be determined [14].

13



5. COMBINING TILEA1)[’:X)XLMATIONS FOR ‘1’!lt;1.r\I’I.,lCETRA.”Sl’uRM

In dividing the frequency spectrun intt}3 regions aINlobtaining the

antenna field approximately for each re~ime the final result [or the Laplace

transform exllibi.tsdiscontinuities in bot!~amplitude and phase where the

solutions join. These discontinuities affect the tine domain results by

superimposing a sinusoidal ripple on the time history and by violating

casualty. Of course if exact solutions were obtained for each frequency

regime there would be no such discontinuities. In an effort to eliminate

this effect the midfrequency formula for the radiated electric field is

required to match in amplitude and phase the high frequency approximation

at the joining frequency. Since the midfrequency approximation is highly

oscillatory the results obtained appeared to be a function of the frequency

at which the approximationswere joined. Hcm’everit is found that by

joining ~he formulas at a maximum point in the midfrequency approximation

consistent results relatively insensitive LO the joining frequency were

obtained. The discontinuity between rhe low frequency and nidfrequency

formulas was not smoothed.

14



NUMERICAL RESULTS

.

v

As mentioned in the foregoing experimental data has been obtained for

the electric and magnetic fields produced by theACHILLES II facilitY. The data

reported here have not been documented elsewhere. However, the accuracy

of the data as well as measurement procedures are presented in ref. 15 along

with some independently obtained data. These data are used to verify the

theoretical formulation described in the preceding section. Points at

which electric and magnetic field data were obtained are shown in figure 7.

Positions 1 through 5 are at the same height above the ground, 2 meters.

Position 6 is 12 meters above the ground. The electrical properties of the

ground at the facility are not known precisely. Where the field measure-

ments were taken the ground consisted of a concrete pad with steel rebar

with a sparse wire mesh covering the pad (see ref. 16), while the theory

considered a perfectly conducting ground. The related differences in the

experimental and theoretical results will be pointed out.

In figure 8 the time histories are presented for the measured and

calculated electric field components along the x-axis at position 1.* It

is noted that the measured peak field differs from the calculated value

less than 10% while the initial pulse shapes are essentially the same.

Also readily observed in the calculated data is a second pulse occurring

about 190 ns after the arrival of the first pulse. This second pulse

arises from the inaccuracies of the midfrequency analysis. It physically

represents the radiation occurring when the antenna current pulse is

reflected from the open ends of the antenna structure. There are no open

ends in the actual facility. Nevertheless the agreement between the

calculated and measured time histories is quite satisfactory. This

15



agreement is perhaps more clearly exhibited in the resulting Fourier

transforms of the aforementioned field components as seen in figure 9.

The experimental data reported here were obtained at slightly different

positions than is indicated in the foregoing (a 10 to 20 percent variation

is expected). However, the resulting differences in the data would make

negligible changes in the figures that are presented. Also the Fourier

transform of the experimental data is presented for frequencies beyond

its theoretical limits of validity. Because of the finite time duration

of the recorded data the Fourier transform yields data that are not vali.cl

below 4-11 IRHZ. Moreover the digitization of the time domain experimental

data used to obtain the Fourier transform yields data that are not valid

for frequencies above 100 mHz.

The time histories of the y components of the magnetic field at

position 1 are shown in figure 10. The second peaks, more pronounced in

the theoretical data, represents the pulse reflected from the ground.

Eecause of the imperfect ground at the ACIIILLLSfacility tileneasururldata

exhibits a second peak about 4/10 of the initial peak whereas the calcu-

lated second peak is about 9/10 of the initial peak. Otherwise time

histories are quite similar. The agreement between the Fourier transforms

of the y components of the magnetic

In figure 12 the time histories

field at position 1 are shown. The

fields is shown in figure 11.

of the z components of the magnetic

agreement between the initial pulses

as calculated and measured is extremely good. Corresponding comparison of

the Fourier transforms is exhibited in figure 13.

At position 1, as well as 4, 5 and 6, the y and z components of the

electric field and the x component of the magnetic field are negligible
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in comparison with the other field components. Because of the existing

symmetry the y and z components of th-efields observed at position 2 are

exactly the same as observed at position 3. The corresponding x components

are only reversed in direction. Also at positions 2 and 3 the time history

of E is no longer negligible and is essentially the same as Ex but about
Y

1/3 of the amplitude. The same observation is true as well for Hx and H .
Y

It also should be mentioned that the field amplitudes are greater for the

positions nearer the pulse-power source. For example at position 4 the

peak Ex value is 6.15 kV/m and at position 5 the peak Ex value is 1.35 kV/m.

In figure 14 the time histories of E~ are presented for positions 2

and 3. Because of experimental error different time histories were observed

at the two points. These are shown to illustrate the expected accuracy of

the measured data. Corresponding Fourier transforms are shown in figure 15.

At positions 2 and 3 another field component becomes significant. It is

the z component of the electric field. The measured and calculated time

histories are shown in figure 16. There was essentially no difference in

the measured data taken at the two positions. Note that although this

waveform is also faithfully predicted by theory it is considerably different

from the previously presented waveforms. This component of the electric

field is significant for about 300 ns, in contrast with the electric field

pulses that are significant for only a few nanoseconds. Corresponding

Fourier transforms of the Ez pulses are shown in figure 17.

Calculated data are also presented for position 6, a height of 12 meters

above the ground. At this height a significant broadening of the Ex pulse

is observed in figure 18. The corresponding Fourier transform is exhibited

in figure 19. In figure 20 the y component of the magnetic f-ieldexhibits

17



essentially the same time bel~aviords observed near tlLeground. The

Fourier transform is presented in figure 21. But in figure 22 it is seen

that the Hz pulse is considerably broadened as is observed for the Ex

pulse. ‘Me corresponding Fourier transforn is presented in figure 23.
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CONCLIJSION

.

A theoretical formulation is presented for understanding as well as

predicting the electromagnetic field behavior in a hybrid EMP simulator

facility. Because of the tremendous variation in the field components a

theoretical formulation is also needed to supplement the field measurements,,

Moreover the electrical response of an ob-jectin the facility is more

easily obtained if the simulator fields can be calculated directly. From

the data obtained the response of an object may depend upon the orientation

of the object as well as its location in the facility. This is a matter

for future study.

The midfrequency analysis used in the theoretical study perhaps should

be improved and this topic is reserved for future study.

●

.
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Figure 6: Arbitrarily Curved Wire
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Figure 7: Location of the Field Points Used in Calculating the
Electromagnetic Field Produced by the ACHILLES II
Simulation, Ptl = ((),60,2),Pt2 = (25,60,2),

Pt3 = (-25,60,2), Pt4 = (0,35,2), Pt5 = (0,85,2),

Pt6 = (0.60.12)
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